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Abstract

This paper will explore and analyze a set of 10 evaluative standards used as a cognitive basis of
design of instructional media projects for education. Discussions on how these standards can be
used and applied though the use of two major industry authoring tools, Macromedia
Dreamweaver and Flash for developing and presenting course content in educational
environments will be included.
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Introduction
The purpose of utilizing instructional media in any learning or training environment is to
facilitate communication and learning. (Smaldino, Rusell, Heinrich, & Molenda, 2005, p.9)
Technology today has opened doors for instruction to be delivered through the use of various
media such as audio, video, computers, network communication, e-mail, and the Internet. No
longer is an instructor confined to only printed handouts, textbooks and lectures. Instructors have
the option of creating customized lectures with the integration of text, graphics, animations,
video, and audio. In addition the use of scripting and programming can help integrate dynamic
interactivity such as quizzes, simulations, and games to enhance learning. These media elements
can be delivered via computers (Computer Based Training, CBT) or the Internet (Web-Based
Training, WBT).
Technology tools can offer instructional designers diverse options for delivering learning
content. However they also need to understand and know how learners cognitively process and
apply new information and skills.
Process of Cognitive Learning
The process of cognitive learning for example, the transformation of content to
knowledge can be greatly enhanced with the use of media. The three memories involved in
learning are the sensory, working and long-term memory. Content delivered in the form of text,
audio and graphics (static or animated) is stored briefly in the sensory memory, the entry level
for data processing. This is part of the absorption model or receptive architecture of learning as
discussed by Clark (2003, p.4-5). Learners are novice to content. (2003, p.6)
Next is the working memory, the powerhouse for storage and processing information.
Lessons are delivered in short segments. The use of animated graphics can be used to draw the
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learner’s attention. Attention is one of the important processes in cognitive learning because it
helps store information for processing in the working memory. (Clark, 2003, p.25)
Once content is stored in the working memory, it must be rehearsed so that it can be
transferred to the long-term memory, where declarative and procedural knowledge is storage.
(Clark, 2003, p.26) One of the great advantages of the use of instructional media courses such as
CBT or WBT is that it allows the learner to learn at their own pace. Learners have control over
their learning process and skills. Learning modules and practice exercises may be repeated as
many times to help reinforce learning. Instructors can program immediate feedback and progress
for practice exercises that can help the learning process. This fits into the behaviorist model of
learning.
Levels of difficulty can be programmed to target the needs of different learners ranging
from novice to experienced ones. Examples like role playing, an open-ended interaction and
game simulations can help extend the cognitive level of learning that can challenge learners with
problem solving skills and complex tasks. (Smaldino et al., p.34-35) This higher cognitive level
of learning is part of the guided discovery model. Once learners are motivated and self directed,
additional resources can be included to help extend learning options. This is where learners fall
into the exploratory model of learning. Learners are able to build their own reservoir of
knowledge (Clark, 2003, p.10) and become expertise in their field of interest.
These various levels of cognitive processing can be greatly enhance through the
combined use Macromedia Dreamweaver and Macromedia Flash. While having the capability to
develop lesson content seamlessly, each of these programs has their limitations as standalones.
Discussions of the limitations and how instructional designers can overcome them will be
addressed at the latter part of the paper.
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Before utilizing media tools for authoring content, it is important that instructional
designers to understand the various process of translating the cognitive model of learning into
lesson material and engaging activities. Ten evaluative standards have been selected as the
guiding basis of how instructional designers can use to create and deliver learning content.
Ten Evaluative Standards
Prior Learning
New knowledge constructed from learning new content can be greatly enhanced with the
use of prior knowledge or prior learning principle when applied effectively through the use of
media. Examples of prior knowledge application in instructional media (presented in video,
audio or text format) may include any one of the following, (1) sharing stories or case studies (2)
questioning experiences where students can relate to, and (3) using concept maps or graphic
illustrations where part of the information may be a review section or function as visual clues.
One of the ways where prior knowledge can be applied is through the use of advance
organizers. Advance organizers function as introductory material familiar to the learner given in
advance before introducing new content. Utilizing graphics and short textual information (key
ideas) in advance organizers prior introducing heavy content about a new subject can be effective
in a learning environment. It helps activate prior knowledge. (Clark, 2003, p.87; Driscoll, 2000,
p.139) The instructional designer must know what specific knowledge the learner already knows
before producing an effective advance organizer with visuals or analogies. (2000, p.140)
Most important, there should be a knowledge base before integrating new knowledge
keeping close to the lesson objectives and relevant information. Instructional designers must be
very careful with the overuse of media that presents only emotionally interesting material or
“seductive details” that can distract learning. (Clark, 2003, p.84, 93-95)
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Working memory
The center of learning takes place in the working memory, also known as the short term
memory. It plays an important role in executing, managing and manipulation of data or also
known as cognitive processing. Data is moved and stored in the long-term memory through
organization and repetition of information processing in the working memory. (Clark, 2003;
Lohr, 2003)
Auditory and visual data enters the working memory via the sensory memory. Visual and
auditory components are very important because it helps facilitate learning. (Clark, 2003, p35)
Also known as dual coding learning, for example the complementary use of audio narration with
visuals given simultaneously is an effective use of media for instruction. Screen design
considerations such as text, colors, placement of visuals, choice of audio and visuals are
important that can help get the attention of the learner during the information presentation.
(Alessi & Trollip, 2001)
The working memory has capacity limitation. (Clark, 2003, p35-38) When the memory is
full, this stops the memory from working. Therefore learning must be delivered in small chunks
of information. This is known as the cognitive load processing. Once the information is
processed, then a new set of information can be delivered. It has been found that the larger the
number of chunks of information is stored in the memory, the lesser it can hold. (Lohr, 2003)
The working memory has a short life span. (Clark, 2003, p36) Learning can best take
place through the process of rehearsal. (Clark, 2003; Lohr, 2003) Providing the learner
interactive control over information such as audio, video or animation replays, will help learners
perceive and retain information. (Alessi & Trollip, 2001) When skills through the use of drills
and practice, and quizzes are repeated over a period of time, knowledge learned gets built into
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the long-term memory. This is how people become experts after years of practice and learning.
(Clark, 2003, p.39)
When presenting new information, the learner can remember the new information better
if learning is connected with already known information (“repeated information”) or previous
experience. Using analogies are examples of such instructional methods.
Long term memory
Long Term Memory (LTM) refers to a memory system where the brain is able to store a
lot of information permanently where information can be retrieved when cued. However,
information can also be lost or forgotten due to failure of encoding (information was never
learned in the first place), retrieval failure (unable to retrieve previously learned material) and
interference (events that got in the way of information retrieval, example memory failure such as
amnesia or Alzheimer’s disease). (Schunk, 2004) In a learning environment, the process of
encoding for LTM can be achieved through rehearsal and practice. The use of graphics grouped
with text can help trigger the memory process during retrieval process.
Cognitive Load
It is important that instructors should not overload learners with too much information.
The brain is unable to process too much information at one time. Therefore information to be
delivered must be organized and broken down into short segments. Learner needs and learning
styles must also be accessed.
Reading assignments or content with new information can be overwhelming for most
students. To help manage cognitive load and keeping attention span, lessons should be delivered
in short segments without placing too much information on one page. This also helps with visual
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learning. Clark refers this as writing “lean text”. (Clark, 2003, p.56-57) The following are
additional guidelines that can help with cognitive load:
•

Use white space in page design layout of paragraphs of text or tables of information
on a page. When text with graphics is less cluttered on a page, it helps the learner
focus on the page better.

•

Use graphics and diagrams (example flowcharts or labeled diagrams) instead of only
text to explain concepts

•

Organize information with presenting objectives and goals at the start of the page.
Use bold type to capture the reader’s attention on a page.

•

Use examples or analogy that relate to past knowledge

•

After each lesson segment, have a short question section or quiz to help recapture
what was learned. Interactive quizzes with feedback to progress can help with
attention that is breaking up the monotonous reading sessions, thus managing fatigue.
(Clark, 2003, p. 68-69)

Encoding
The two types of instructional methods that support encoding process are implicit and
explicit encoding. Implicit model of learning according to Clark (2003) is the cognitive or
learning process where information encoding is not obvious, unconscious or invisible. For
example, relating a piece of descriptive information (text) with an illustrated display (relevant
graphic). Explicit model on the other hand is a visible activity where instruction is delivered
though sequential steps. For example, method of teaching can be delivered (1) series of lectures
supplemented with notes and questions, while encouraging students to self-questions as well, (2)
have students to explain their problem-solved projects, or (3) team activities.
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Near-transfer
Repeated application and performance of the same tasks is known as near transfer.
Execution of near transfer tasks is procedural and they have similar context of application and do
not require higher cognitive processing. Strategies that help accelerate near transfer that can help
lead to expertise levels should include the following, (1) have a good organization of lesson
structure that meets the needs of students’ learning styles and (2) make sure that lessons are
targeted to the right skills for the learners. (Clark, 2003, p136-137)
Far Transfer
Far transfer tasks rely on mental models of higher cognitive processing. Elements of
instructional environment should be similar to the application environment (example, simulation,
case-based learning or in a real job situation) (Alessi & Trollip, p30, 185). In order to prevent
learning that stagnates only within a certain given environment or problem, students must
understand and comprehend what is being taught so that further application of knowledge
transfer can take place (Clark, 2003, p142).
Procedural skills should target to solve a wide variety or problems instead of focusing
only on one type of problem. Students should be encouraged to “think out of the box”. Far
transfer is facilitated by the wider range of problem solving scenarios and learning activities
(Alessi & Trollip, 2001, p. 185). During the process of problem-centered instruction, problems
are given in the introductory phase of the course. They are job specific which is related to the
course objectives and goal. Problem-based design functions as focal point of teaching knowledge
and skills needed for problem solving. (Clark, 2003, p. 162) Alessi & Trollip (2001) states that
problem based learning facilitates application strategies, provides higher level of comprehension
and metacognition exercise.
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One of a commonly used examples of how problem based learning can be applied
through the use of instructional media is the use of aircraft training simulation in the learning
module. Scaled down physical system of flight trainer simulators with mock up interior of the
cockpit complete with controls and gauges are commonly used for training flight crews. These
simulators are also programmed with computers which offer high audio visuals effects and
feedback results to help trainers apply knowledge and skills during training. (Smaldino et al,
2005). Trainees have the opportunity to experience and problem solve “real world” challenges
and skills at different levels of the course.
Metacognitive Skills
Metacognition takes place in an environment where learning is self-regulatory dependant
on the student behavior or learning progress. Knowledge is built upon knowledge (Schunk, 2004,
p.192). The instructor plays a very important role in this knowledge building process. Based on
the type of learners and knowledge level, the instructor can implement various ways of imparting
information, targeting on the method works best for the learner. At the same time, learners must
be self discipline. They have to set learning goals, manage learning activities and progress,
comprehension and skills that can help with problem solving skills. (Clark, 2003) Then, learning
can take place.
Motivation
Clark defines motivation as “any factor that stimulates effort and persistence in achieving
a learning goal,” These factors are very important in e-learning environments because learning is
self directed where students are required to persist on their own to achieve learning goals.
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Self Directed Learners
Learners at this stage of learning should be self disciplined and motivated to study on
their own. Activities such as setting goals, scheduled study times, timelines for assignment
completion and self monitoring and evaluation is needed to help students succeed in self-directed
learning situations, (example in e-learning environments). Instructional designers must build
support structures that can help evaluate if learners can be successful in a self-directed leaning
environment. Other alternatives include creating hybrid learning environments. The goal is to
help learner complete training courses.
Comparison of Authoring Tools
One of the major advantages of software application like Dreamweaver and Flash is that
it offers designers the option of customized design and interactivity on a screen. These programs
allow the integration of motion graphics and audio that help stretch the capacity of the working
memory rather that reading textual information. (Clark, 1998) Page layout for media content can
be created in Dreamweaver and Flash. Instructional designers can utilize the text formatting
features to create descriptions, informational content and captions for displayed media. However,
both programs are not capable of editing images, capturing video or recording audio. Therefore
graphic applications are required to help prepare illustrations, and images to be imported into the
Dreamweaver and Flash. Video and audio editors are required for preparing media files.
Programmed activities available in both applications allow the learner to, (1) get
immediate feedback and help on their learning progress, (2) experience simulations, and (3) have
to opportunity to rework exercises example, drill and practices (the process of rehearsal needed
in cognitive learning). Information can also be designed to deliver in small chunks (example
slideshow presentations displaying brief statement focusing on important concepts) where the
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learner can have control over the presentation, thus, learning at their own pace. (Clark, 2003)
This can help prevent cognitive overload.
The capabilities of programming replays of animated lessons, and/or embedded video
presentations allow the process of rehearsal, an important factor in memory encoding and
retention to take place. For visual learners, the ability to use graphics (images & text) in Flash
can help function as learning cues to recall and retain information.
Flash offers the capabilities of building animation, rich-graphics and interactivity for
Computer Based Training and Web Base Training environments. Flash MX 2004 is currently
one of the most extensively used authorware program used by instructional designers in the
development of online course material. (Clotheir, 2003) Flash with the added programming
capabilities of ActionScript environment allows the designer to build complex and customized
interactions such as drag & drop, fill in the blanks, multiple choice, true/false questions that can
meet different learning styles. Repetition or rehearsal of information, an effective procedure of
encoding information into long-term memory can be designed effectively can be done with Flash
when the user have the option of replaying content or working through variety of drill & practice
interactions.
Clark & Mayer (as cited by Toth, 2004) stated that effective learning (retrieval of
knowledge and skills) takes place when, (1) the exercise can simulate the job environment and
desired thinking processes not just pure memorization, (2) learners have the opportunity to
design their own questions & thoughts, as explanatory material via different forms media (text,
audio, video, graphics) is presented and (3) additional exercises (not necessarily "end of module
quiz") can be placed throughout the lessons. Flash has the capabilities to support the above
points.
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For example, programming customized feedbacks to the learner's responses can help
them engage in the learning process (recall knowledge learned). If an answer selected by the
learner is incorrect, the programmed interaction can offer the learner the option of returning to
the subject content for review or provide hints that can help the learner with the answer to the
question.
The new developments through the use of plug in additions into Dreamweaver
Extensions (Coursebuilder) and Flash MX 2004 (Learning Interactions) with the features of
templates and components can be used to design building blocks of learning. Besides utilizing
what comes with the programs, instructional designers can download additional components for
building content interactions which include forms-based authoring, learning interactions (Drag &
Drop, Fill in the Blanks, Hot Objects, Hot Spots, Multiple Choice Questions and True/False
questions), user interface (UI) components (buttons, check boxes, menu bars), and quiz templates
(with progress feedbacks such as answer guides and scores). (Clothier, 2003) Again, lessons
organized sequentially, collaborated with a variety of interactive practice and drill exercise are
useful techniques that can help the encoding process of learning. Feedback quizzes and
programmable games can function as motivational tools to draw the attention of learners into
learning content.
Calendar plug-ins available in both programs allow instructional designers and self
directed learners with time management. Flash has better programming customized calendars
where a learner can input schedule activities monitored by the instructor.
Conclusion
Authoring tools like Macromedia Dreamweaver and Flash are useful and robust tools that
allow instructional design to create dynamic content that can meet diverse learning needs and
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styles in an education environment. The ten evaluative standards can be achieved through the use
of both programs to enhance learning processes. (see Appendix A)
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Appendix A
Table 1. Table shows a summary overview of comparisons between Dreamweaver and Flash
with its capabilities and limitations for designing learning content based on the Ten
Evaluative Standards of Cognitive Design.
(Source of Instructional Methods Clark, 2003, p.218)
Category
Prior Knowledge

Working Memory

Instructional
Methods
• Comparative
advance
organizers
• Expository
advance
organizers
• Introductory
problem
discussions
• Audio Visual data
• Job aids &
memory support
• Worked examples
• Chunking content
• Practice exercises
• Questionnaires
• Collaborative
assignments
• Graphics
• Analogies

Dreamweaver
• Limited – Can only
utilize text &
graphics. Need to
work in collaboration
with Flash higher
cognitive activities

• Has better choices
because of
advance
programmed
interactivities
• Has more
graphical
advantage

• Limited. Text can
wrap around images
or function as
caption

• Flash has better
capabilities for
embedding media
with text.
• Programming
functions in Flash
can meet the needs
for all instructional
methods for LTM
processors

Cognitive Load

• Minimize fatique
• Signals & cues
such as headers,
arrows, colors text

• Use of Coursebuilder
extension for
building drills and
practice
• Promotes self pace
learning
• Learner has control
over lesson
repetitions
• Simple web pages
can be designed to
help with cognitive
load

Encoding

• Implicit
• Explicit

• Utilizes text and
graphics

Near-Transfer Skills

• Simple procedural
task

• Simple text based,
step by step
procedure can be

Long Term Memory
(LTM)

Flash

• Module can also
be designed to
deliver short
information and
exercises
• Enhances
encoding
processes through
higher scripted
activities and
interactions
• Transfer skills can
be created with
simple step by step
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used for created
simple tutorials
Far-Transfer Skills

• Multiple

• Case studies, and
application problem
can be designed in
DW with the use of
text, audio, and
video.
• Limited
programming
capabilities for
feedback interactions
and presentations for
dynamic case
scenarios

Metacognitive Skills

• Learning
objectives
• Diagnose quizzes
and feedback
• Create problem
solving exercises

Motivation

• Integration of
audio & text in
learning content
• Create feedbacks

• Students progress
and grades can be
posted with the use
of tables and
uploaded to the site
• Dreamweaver with
the use of
coursebuilder
extension can be
used for creating
quizzes & immediate
feedbacks

Self Directed
Learners

• Independent
learning that
requires discipline

• Use of calendar
extension for time
management
• Can design text
based pages for
communicating
objectives and goals

screen
presentations
• Flash have the
added capability of
creating complex
“real-world”
simulations
• Better tool –
allows integration
of video & audio
feedbacks along
with programmed
interactions for
higher cognitive
processing for
problem based
exercises
• Flash can only
create interactive
and immediate
feedbacks.
• In online learning
environments
Flash can be used
for building
customized chat
rooms for
additional
interaction among
learners as a
motivational tool
• Has programmable
calendar object
that can be used
for time
management
• Can build self
evaluation
assessments to
help determine
success rate and
learning style of
learners

